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Introduction
Introductory message by Prof. Dr. Bart Verspagen –  
Director UNU-MERIT 

ICT has dramatically changed our lives, and is still changing it in ways we 
could only have imagined a couple of years ago. The pervasive, networking 
nature of this technology has impacts that reach far beyond the economic 
domain, affecting many aspects of our social life. The notion of the “network 
society” has become intrinsically associated with ICT. It is changing how we 
interact and behave at work, as well as in social interactions and the way 
time off work is spent. It is changing the relationships between government 
and society. And, it is changing the way we learn.

The concept of ‘open education’ is central to the developments and trends 
in ICT-enabled learning. It promises to allow for a higher level of (digital) 
inclusion, and for the provision of innovative open educational services of 
high socio-economic impact. When ICT and open educational resources are 
appropriately developed they can significantly affect economic growth and 
provide alleviation from poverty. Many developed and particularly develop-
ing countries and their citizens will gain from improved access to education 
and the development and localization of open educational services that 
truly fits their needs. Open educational services that meet actual local 
needs can also have a high impact in the poorest and most remote areas, 
regions affected by the “Digital Divide”. Such regions could even emerge as 
leaders in the next phase of the global educational service economy – e.g., 
‘educational offers with a soul’ that address societal needs. Especially in 
developing countries or poorer regions the number of open education pro-
ducer communities and the variety of open educational service solutions 
is likely to increase greatly through open educational approaches. What is 
required at this point of time, however, is a reinforced focus on research 
and development in open education and open educational services, and to 
put these issues at the top of the political agendas.

Research and development in open education and open educational services 
must produce convincing evidence to show how open education and open 
educational services can have an impact on the development of national 
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economies and society as a whole, building policy support for open educa-
tion and fostering its public adoption. Such evidence would pave the way for 
new business opportunities within the open education domain, which does 
not exist on a large scale at the moment and still constitutes a niche market, 
but with great potential to be tapped and expanded.

This volume is a step forward in this direction, with high-quality and relevant 
contributions from a range of top-level researchers in the field. I therefore 
recommend the volume wholeheartedly to all who are interested in the 
learning potential of ICT, and in particular to policymakers, who will have to 
play a crucial role in realizing the potential that is so obvious.
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Introduction
Introductory message by Richard Straub – 
ELIG Secretay General and Ex-Officio Executive Member 

The Management Thinker Peter Drucker once reminded us that: „The most 
serious mistakes are not being made as a result of wrong answers. The truly 
dangerous thing is asking the wrong question.“

Technology enhanced learning has for long been concerned with ques-
tions of scale, access and efficiency.  Currently, massive open online courses 
(MOOCs) are impressively demonstrating how individual courses can reach 
over 100.000 initial participants.  Also Open Educational Resources have 
been around for over a decade and certainly have done great benefit to mak-
ing educational resources widely shared.

One challenge is to use technology widely in learning.  An other one is to 
use technology wisely. Learning Industry as well as policy makers tend to 
measure technology enhanced learning by distribution. We need to turn this 
towards a discussion on impact.

Our world is increasingly complex. As I have expressed in a recent blog post 
for the Harvard Business Review:  „simplistic ‘can do’ thinking and linear ap-
proaches in organizations and markets, which are by definition complex, 
won’t be sufficient. And it is the prod to us to better understand why.“1  

This complex world demands rethinking education at a more fundamental 
level. So by opening up education we should not only aim to provide more 
efficient and widely open access to the education of today. We should aim 
to shape the education of the future. This should start by asking very fun-
damental questions: what are the skills and competences that we need in 
the future?  How can Open Education support them? How will learning be 
different from the learning of today?

This book is investigating these tough questions across different domains 
of education: K12 school education, higher education and life long learn-
ing. It is published at an important point in time for Europe while the Euro-

1   http://blogs.hbr.org/cs/2013/05/why_man-
agers_havent_embraced_c.html
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pean Commission is launching a large strategic initiative on „Opening up 
 Education“.  

I wish that this first book of our new ELIG series on Advances in Digital Edu-
cation and Life Long Learning will have a strong impact on this important 
debate. I am convinced that it poses the right questions at the right time for 
the future of Digital Education while bringing this in context with the most 
innovative practical developments in Open Education around the world. 

Richard Straub

Deputy Secretary General ELIG

Founder & President Peter Drucker Society Europe

Executive Committee – European Foundation for Management Development
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Introduction
Elmar Husmann, Florence Rizzo; ELIG

Open Education is a concept that gains increasing relevance. In 2011, ELIG 
surveyed over 80 organizations – including leading education institutions, 
NGOs and industry. This resulted in an ELIG white paper called “Open Edu-
cation: a wake-up call”1. A shared perception of our stakeholders was that 
while they still sensed a gap between expectations towards Open Educa-
tion and current reality2, we would stand at the beginning of a new growth 
phase of open practices in education that could have a significant impact on 
all domains of education.

Open Education and the Open Educational Resources (OER) movement are 
sometimes regarded as synonymous. However, as we will investigate in de-
tail in this book, Open Education is a wider and more multifaceted concept 
compared to OER. In particular, it is based on a richer understanding of open-
ness that goes beyond the access or collaboration on open resources. 

The development of the past years supports this perception. We can see 
quickly growing interest and start-up activity on MOOCs (massive open 
online courses) with organizations like edX, Coursera or Udacity, a growing 
popularity of open peer learning with organizations like P2PU, the growth 
of open social networks for educators like TES Connect in the UK or the 
engagement of big industry player into educational platforms like Apple’s 
iTunes U. 

There is also a rising global spread of Open Education beyond western in-
dustrialized countries. Open Education turns increasingly out as a promising 
approach for global educational collaboration and development. An example 
that is discussed in this book is the TESSA initiative for teacher/educator 
collaboration in sub-Saharan Africa. One key aspect of Open Education is to 
take education out of the classroom. But it is doing more, It is also challeng-
ing the usual quality – exclusivity (and cost) dependency found in traditional 
education systems. It therefore supports equal access to education oppor-
tunities and global democratization of education.

 1  Online available via http://www.elig.org/
we-share/publications/

2  see also the ELIG article “Closing the gap” in 
the EFMD Global Focus Journal (Volume 06, 
Issue 01-2012) via the ELIG site or www.emf.
org/globalfocus
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It is also more than an effective global delivery mechanism for education 
beyond the classroom. Many interesting developments in Open Education 
relate to new forms of social learning that challenge traditional roles in edu-
cation systems – as well as the relation between learners and teachers. 

A related concern that is addressed by Open Education is the better inte-
gration of education into our everyday lives as something that becomes an 
integral (lifewide learning) activity rather than being constrained into dedi-
cated places and times. At the same time Open Education is also about bet-
ter leveraging different and unusual spaces and places for learning.  

Open Education can not be discussed without a look at its interplay with 
pedagogy. Open Education supports self-paced and individualized learning. 
It can in fact be greatly supportive of 21st century skills – such as collabora-
tive, social or explorative skills. In return, Open Education also puts specific 
demands e.g. on intrinsic motivation and self-organization. We need to make 
sure that it will not just increase the gap between well-educated learners 
and marginalized learners.  

Much has been written about the cultural changes that the Internet has 
triggered in our societies – in our work and private lives, in our communica-
tion and social relations, for business and civil society. At the turn of the mil-
lennium it was sometimes claimed that education could be the area that will 
be most profoundly changed by the Internet. But while change in education 
is slow, there is increasing evidence that fundamental change is underway 
as the Internet is supporting the opening up of education.

The intention when initiating this book was to provide a balanced perspec-
tive of this complex change. Also, we wanted to highlight the different par-
allel and interwoven elements of Open Education. Particular attention was 
given to providing concrete evidence and analyzing practical Open Educa-
tion cases from different parts of the world as well as to quantifying and 
comparing current developments trends.

This book has been developed in close partnership with the United Nations 
University (UNU) while ELIG has also been involved with the UNU in shaping 
its own strategy towards Open Education. This is closely linked to the UN 
mission and includes a particular attention to aspects of localizing global 
available educational offerings as well as to providing educational opportu-
nities as either for free or at local economic rates. Therefore, this global use 
of Open Education has been a secondary focus of the book. 

The UNU has decided – as other education institutions – to combine open 
online with more traditional on-campus learning. We also suggest that Open 
Education is not a concept in opposition to other forms and practices of edu-
cation but rather an enrichment and extension.
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Several of the cases and studies in this book relate to initiatives funded by 
the European Union, and indeed it should be strongly welcomed that the 
European Union has made Open Education a strategic priority. As of the 
publication of this book in 2013, the European Commission’s Directorate on 
Education & Culture is starting a large strategic initiative called “Opening 
up Education” in partnership with the Directorate for the Digital Agenda.3  

This book starts with the investigation of the conceptual roots of Open Edu-
cation as well as of the current state-of-the-art. It then turns towards spe-
cific case examples and concrete issues when designing an Open Education 
strategy. In the later part of the book, the perspective will be widened again 
towards the socio economic impact of Open Education. 

Markus Deiman and Peter Sloep start in Chapter 1 by discussing the inter-
play of different perspectives on Open Education – as characterized by a 
mixture of economical, moral and social claims. They further demonstrate 
conceptual roots of Open Education in the educational reform movement 
of the 1960ties and 70ties – such as in Open Classroom/Open Learning - 
while explaining its further development until today in the interplay with 
information and communication technologies. This includes online distance 
education, eLearning and the sharing of open education resources (OER) 
that started to grow strongly in popularity at the turn of the millennium. 

Michael Shaw provides in Chapter 2 an overview about the current state 
of Open Education in practice and gives a lot of statistical evidence on the 
growth rates and trends.  He further highlights Open Education develop-
ments outside the domain of higher education and the importance of Open 
Education for K12 schooling while analyzing in more detail the successful 
TES Connect UK teacher community. He further discusses the popularity of 
Open Education for life long learning – even beyond particular interest of 
learners to gain a degree.  

Ad Notten, Martin Rehm and Rüdiger Glott investigate then in Chapter 3 
further the unbundling of the educational “package” provided by traditional 
education institutions into different open elements and services. 

They illustrate this in more detail at four cases each highlighting different 
aspects: 

•	 	the	Open	University	of	the	Netherlands	–	a	European	higher	education	
institution with a particular strong track record in embracing Open Edu-
cation through several European and national initiatives

•	 		ict@innovation	 –	 an	open	program	targeted	at	 small	 to	medium	sized	
business in Africa supported by the German Federal Ministry for Eco-
nomic Cooperation and Development

3  This initiative is a key pillar in the overall 
strategy of the European Commission 
“Rethinking Education” aiming to maximize 
the impact of information and communication 
technologies for learning http://europa.eu/
rapid/press-release_IP-12-1233_en.htm
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•	 	the	openSE	software	engineering	program	supported	by	the	European	
Union that embeds computer science students into global Open Source 
projects 

•	 	an	 investigation	on	the	 role	of	public-	or	university	 libraries	as	well	as	
public information services in Open Education

In Chapter 4, Anthony Camilleri and Anne-Christin Tannhäuser describe 
options for the assessment and recognition of learning outcomes in Open 
Education. In particular, they investigate practices used by current MOOC 
providers and educational institutions as well as the development of related 
testing, assessment and accreditation. A related issue is the integration 
with credit transfer systems such as the European ECTS or the American 
ACE CREDIT. Their analysis of the current market shows a wide range of 
used mechanisms from relying on classical testing centres to peer assess-
ment. 

It seems likely that in the future whole study programs will be combined 
from different Open Education modules or that such modules can be seam-
lessly integrated with traditional forms of education. Already are first uni-
versities testing to replace entry-level courses with popular MOOCs. An 
important topic in this context is the integration and transfer of electronic 
credentials gained from different Open Education providers. The authors 
discuss trusted mechanisms that are already emerging to support this. 

Pascale Hardy, Dominique Lelievre and Evangelia Katsikea investigate in 
Chapter 5 the corresponding business and funding models for Open Educa-
tion. Education has always been a domain where market mechanisms and 
commercial activities are in interplay with other forms of financing and or-
ganizing – such as through public sources or philanthropy.

For the learning industry, Open Education is raising similar issues as Open 
Access has done for the publishing industry or Open Source for the software 
industry. So it comes as no surprise that many of the Open Education exam-
ples mentioned in this book have close links to education institutions or are 
financed with the help of foundations or public sources. On the other hand, 
Open Education might gain a further boost once it becomes more strongly 
supported by the learning industry. Already first examples are visible e.g. 
testing or platform services.

In Chapter 7 finally, Andy Lane takes a look at socio economic impacts of 
Open Education by investigating different aspects of openness. He fore-
sees a mixed economy of for free and for fee resources. In his view, con-
tributors outside of the formal educational systems (such as from learned 
societies, not for profit companies, public bodies and corporations) will 
generate a large part of open educational resources. Thus Open Education 
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would provide a deeper integration between our education systems and the 
knowledge society.

This is another interesting perspective on Open Education where openness 
is largely understood as opening up the educational systems to a deeper 
interaction and more input from the outside world where knowledge is cre-
ated, expressed and learning takes place on an almost continuous – while 
less formal - basis.

Throughout this book, you will be able to retrace a number of such diverg-
ing demands and perspectives on Open Education. It can be seen from the 
cases and examples discussed in this book, that rarely all aspects of Open 
Education are realized at once but that each of the cases gives a different 
emphasis.

A first pair of diverging demands is the demand for effective open mass de-
livery (as in the case of MOOCs) on the one hand and the demand for inten-
sive co-creation and peer production on the other hand. Standardizing mass 
delivery has clear advantages in effectiveness, assessment and ensuring a 
consistent quality. However, it can be an insufficient approach for domains 
that have a lot of local diversity and where most of the knowledge is dis-
tributed “on the ground” – like e.g. in teacher networks. We need to think 
about new open processes that will allow controversies and provide cultural 
perspectives on world’s knowledge.

Already are some Open Education approaches providing access to wider 
communities and actors that are not typically engaged in the education 
system. An example is the European we.learn.it initiative4 on creativity and 
exploratory learning in schools that supports schools in realizing creative 
projects in partnership with external “explorers” such as filmmakers, scien-
tists or nature explorers.

A second pair is the demand for open (and often free) access of education 
resources versus the legitimate interest of creators of content to be incen-
tivised. This in particular holds for complex and difficult-to-produce content 
– like e.g. schoolbooks or films. Many of the current OER platforms therefore 
contain resources that are produced rather as by-products by educators (like 
course material) than material that has undergone a rigid design and produc-
tion process. The “copy left” movement is trying to provide a new way of 
thinking about intellectual property law but it remains a work-in-progress. 
Creative commons licences are still not widely used.

A third pair is the demand for accreditation, for measuring learning outcomes 
and certification on the one hand and the informal side of Open Education 
on the other hand that is obviously attracting so many people even apart 
from any interest in formal recognition. Learning anything everywhere at 

4  we.learn.it is an initiative funded by the 
European Union and coordinated by the 
Aalto University’s Design Factory. It includes 
several partners such as ELIG and Intel. The 
OECD and the London Institute of Education 
are responsible for educational impact 
assessment.
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any time is a great objective to enable every human being to grow as a life-
long learner. This is going to be a strong challenge for the future job markets, 
for recruitment and HR. Cross-disciplinary skills are needed but how do we 
make sure that they are well mastered when people are learning bits and 
pieces in a wide range of learning environments? And is the current system 
of academic credits and certificates still appropriate for this?

The book is completed by two comments that provide outlooks on Open 
Education in the context of K12 schooling and work related continuous 
education. 

Chris Dede describes how Open Education has the potential to “disrupt the 
classroom”. One aspect that he investigates is the contribution of Open Edu-
cation practices to building advanced skills and knowledge (such as intra- 
and interpersonal skills). This demands a learning that is on the one hand 
student-centered and personalized while on the other hand being connect-
ed in and out of classrooms. This connectedness also supports that learning 
becomes a life-wide and life-long activity rather than being constrained into 
time spent in schools and classrooms.

Jeanne Meister has a similar perspective on Open Education practices in cor-
porate learning and analyzes this at the example of the emerging use of 
MOOCs for corporate learning. 

Through the course of this book you will therefore see a lot of evidence on 
the value of Open Education. At the same time, this book cannot provide a 
simple recipe for Open Education. Rather the opening of education has to 
be understood as a continuous development that needs to be considered 
by any education researcher, educational practitioner or institution leader.

Our claim is that Open Education provides a road to deeply modernize educa-
tion to the challenges of tomorrow, to support complex skills and to adapt 
education better to the demands of a knowledge society. We wish that this 
book provides a profound basis for this important debate and development.
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1.1 Chapter 2: 
Open Education in Practice 
Michael Shaw, deputy editor of the Times Educational Supplement (TES), UK

Abstract 
This chapter makes the case that school-related material and informally-used content need to be 
considered equally important as complete, higher education-level courses when exploring how 
open education is used in practice. It provides a brief overview of several key Higher Education 
(HE) and school-related Open Education (OE) projects, what they offer, their approximate reach 
and the significance of established brands, with short case studies of TES Connect, Khan Acad-
emy, and TESSA. It also examines the evidence of impact on students, and how some of the pro-
jects counter criticism that they promote “closed” forms of traditional, instructor-led education 
through blended and flipped teaching approaches or peer-led learning.

The purpose of the chapter is to explore how OE sites are used in practice by examining some 
of the key projects that provide free materials to students and to teachers.

This chapter provides an overview of some of the biggest OE providers online, drawing par-
ticular attention to those that provide school-level material instead of just higher-education level 
resources. It examines the motives of Open Education Resources (OER) users, and provides mini 
case studies of a selection of HE-level and school-level projects. It also explores the reach and 
impact of the schemes, the significance of brand, and the criticism that they simply provide a new 
form of “closed” education. This provides a handy overview of key OE projects, and an introduction 
to the significance of school-related projects. It should be a source of material of especial interest 
to those involved in teacher training or development, or in OE from either a school or university 
angle.

This chapter makes an original case for school teachers to have greater recognition in the 
discussion about Open Education, and reveals a finding from an international poll of more than a 
quarter of million teachers who use OE resources with their students.

Findings of this chapter indicate that the significance of school-level OE has been underesti-
mated, given the extent of user-generated teaching material available and teachers’ powers to 
multiply the reach of a single downloaded resource to several classes of students.

The overview however is not exhaustive, and the author stresses the problematic nature of 
attempting to compare projects that deliver different kinds of content for different contexts.

Keywords: Teachers, Schools, Open Education, Resources, Higher education, MOOCs.
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1 The audience for Open Education
To understand how Open Education (OE) projects are being used in practice, it helps to consider 
first who is using them, and why.

It might be tempting to imagine that OE users exist along a spectrum of formality. At one end 
we might picture the most casual user – the person idly watching a TEDx lecture on their iPad 
as an alternative to a TV programme, perhaps. Then at the other we might place the committed 
student doing formal study, perhaps someone sitting for weeks in an internet café in Bangladesh 
completing a fully accredited, university-level course.

However, there are multiple problems with perceiving OE use in this way. A key problem is that 
one of the most significant groups of OE users does not fit onto this formality spectrum: the users 
who are not the end-learners themselves, but their teachers. They may only log on quickly, but are 
picking content to share with students.

OE has sometimes been treated by researchers as if it were almost entirely a matter for Higher 
Education, HE, (perhaps - it might be cheekily suggested - because academics work in HE). The 
OECD (2007) paper on Open Education Resources (OERs) began by introducing them as a “chal-
lenge” to HE, and a way to “widen participation in higher education”. Similarly a UNESCO-commis-
sioned guide to OERs described them as “largely synonymous with… OpenCourseWare”, before 
repeating the OCW Consortium’s definition that the latter is “free and open digital publication 
of high quality university-level educational materials” (Kanwar, Uvalic-Trumbic, & Butcher, 2013).

Yet school-related OE projects are of equal, if not greater significance. User figures for the 
Khan Academy and the lesson-sharing site TES Connect (set up by the magazine where I work) 
appear larger than for many major HE OE sites.1 At the time of writing, TES Connect was offering 
a similar or larger number of free individual educational resources to the total Apple could confirm 
were on iTunes U.2 

That is not to understate the impact of OE in HE. One in four young people now enrols in HE 
globally (UNESCO, 2009), and OE will no doubt play a crucial part in raising that proportion. 

However, OE has an arguably more important role in schools, particularly in helping countries 
that are still struggling to meet the Millennium Development Goal of giving every young person 
a primary education. 

Another reason why it is a mistake to view OE use as a spectrum of formality is the risk of then 
treating it as a hierarchy, giving primacy to the most formal types of users. We should not assume 
the fact a person undertakes a full course in, say, a piece of photo editing software, means the 
experience will have a greater impact on their work or worldview than insights from a single as-
tronomy lecture. Neither may matter as much as a single resource that helps a child learn to read.

To see only those who take full formal courses as the “proper” users would be to side-line the 
vast bulk of the audience for OE. For the prime reason people use many of the most popular OE 
sources is not as an alternative to a university course, or even as a direct complement to their 
academic studies; it is for personal interest.

We might expect high numbers of casual users visiting iTunes U or TEDx to broaden their 
minds. Yet learning “for my own interest” was also the top motive given by visitors to the OCW 
Consortium, which offers access to material from more than 200 universities and educational in-
stitutions (OCW Consortium, 2012). A similar result was found by Tufts University in Massachu-
setts which got survey feedback from 1,026 users (OCW Consortium, 2012). “Personal learning” 
was the reason given by 37 per cent of users for using open courseware, more than twice the 
proportion who said they used it to complement a course being taken, and 10 times the propor-
tion using it as a substitute for a course (see Figure 1).

1  Explored in the 
‘Reach and Scale’ 
section of this 
chapter.

2  Apple’s press office 
(email, December 7, 
2012) would only 
confirm “500k+ free 
video and audio 
files”, while TES 
Connect that day 
listed 557,852 free 
resources; but Apple 
had quoted that 
same figure since 
January 2012, so its 
real total was likely 
to be larger.   
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Users of the OCW Consortium and Tufts University site were also more likely to categorise them-
selves as “self-learners” than as undergraduates, postgraduates or any other group.  This was also 
found in surveys on other related HE-focussed sites, such as Education-Portal.Com, then receiv-
ing four million visitors a month. “Self-learners” were its largest group of visitors (27 per cent) 
followed by “working professionals” (20 per cent).  School pupils actually slightly outnumbered 
graduate students (9.3 per cent to 9 per cent), while the retired were only a small gap behind (7.6 
per cent). 

The popularity of open education with self-learners was noted from the launch of the first 
open courseware site by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) in 2002.  “Our biggest 
surprise was the number of independent learners”, Steve Carson, external relations director for 
MIT OpenCourseWare (OCW), told USA Today.  “It demonstrates the unsatisfied hunger for learn-
ing that’s out there” (MacDonald, 2008).

The fact users describes themselves as self-learners – or indeed school pupil or retired – does 
not mean we should presume that, as individuals, they are any less likely to want to complete a 
full, formal course. But the low proportions who say they are driven to use the material as a substi-
tute for a course, or as a complement to one, shows it would be wrong to assume resources must 
be part of a course to be of interest or significance.

2 Some of the key Open Education projects in Higher Education 
MIT’s OCW project is normally credited as the trailblazer of OE in HE. The university announced 
it would be providing lecture notes, lectures, syllabuses and other material to the public for free 
in 2001, a year before the phrase “open educational resource” was coined. In its first month it 
gained 300,000 visits, and by the end of 2012 its monthly visitors had reached 1.9 million (MIT 
press release, 2012b).

Figure 1 – Tufts University: OCW 

 Survey of 1,026 users, February 

2011.
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Other universities in the US, Japan and Europe followed suit, many joining the OCW Consortium 
formed in 2005. It has 196 HE institution members, and a further 53 other linked institutions and 
consortia, and provides access to a directory of 5,910 courses (OCW Consortium, 2013).

The courseware provider that has reached the largest audience, however, is likely to have 
been iTunes U. Since its launch by Apple in 2007, initially with material from Stanford University, it 
has expanded to include material from 1,000 institutions, and more than 700 million downloads 
have been made from its library of more than 500,000 free lectures, videos, books and other 
resources.3 

Universities have, however, only tended to put part of their material on there. So a visitor 
searching for MIT courses would only find four of them on iTunes U, but 2,150 via the MIT’s OCW 
site, the OCW Consortium portal and other mirror sites. 

Universities have also suggested they can see the Apple initiative as a promotional opportu-
nity and a home to a more casual audience. Carolyne Culver, head of strategic communications at 
Oxford University, told the Times Higher Education (THE) magazine that the institution had taken 
this into account when selecting material for iTunes U (Attwood, 2009).  “What it isn’t designed to 
be is a substitute for undergraduate education, which it is commonly misinterpreted as”, she said. 
“We are trying to pick things that are of interest to a wider audience.”

Those seeking free academic books, journals and other can also visit sites such as Connexions, 
which grew out of a project started by Rice University in 1999. 

What OCW does not normally offer, however, is accreditation. For the many users who use 
OERs informally, and do not see such free material as a substitute for traditional courses, this is 
not a problem. Yet others do demand it; a poll of Utah residents, for example, found the fact that 
there was “no certificate or degree awarded” was one of the greatest disincentives for using OCW 
material (Arendt & Shelton, 2009).

Partly in response to this demand, we have seen the rise of the Massive Open Online Courses 
(MOOCs). These are designed to be taken as full courses, normally as part of a cohort of students, 
and often offer a form of certification or accreditation. However, while the courses themselves 
are normally free – with exceptions such as the University of the People, which charges an applica-
tion fee of $10 to $50 - assessment often requires a charge.

Prime examples of these include Udacity and Coursera, both developed by Stanford University 
professors. Udacity currently offers a choice of 15 courses and students are set tasks as they 
take the courses that are then assessed electronically. Students who finish one of the courses 
are emailed a free certificate of completion, signed by the instructors, indicating their level of 
achievement.

Since August 2012, students of Udacity’s introduction to computer science course have also 
had the option of paying $89 to take a 75-minute invigilated final exam at one of a range of 
test centres worldwide, as a “pathway for students who need to take proctored exams to receive 
credit from employers, universities, and schools” (Udacity, 2012). Udacity is also developing a third 
option, “a secured online examination that will be less expensive than the in-person exam”.

MIT has also gone down the MOOC route, launching MITx in 2011. This, it explained, would dif-
fer from the OCW model it had created a decade before because it would provide “the opportunity 
for able learners to gain certification of mastery of MIT material” (MIT, 2011). Harvard added its 
own courses to the project the following year, and the joint platform, which has since attracted 
other institutions, was branded edX.

“Unlike its antecedent, open courseware — usually written materials or videotapes of lectures 
that make you feel as if you’re spying on a class from the back of the room — the MOOC is a full 

3  Apple press office 
email (December 7, 
2012) citing figures 
from January 19, 
2012.
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course made with you in mind,” The New York Times wrote (Pappano, 2012). “Videos pause per-
haps twice for a quiz to make sure you understand the material or, in computer programming, to let 
you write code. Feedback is electronic. Teaching assistants may monitor discussion boards. There 
may be homework and a final exam” (Pappano, 2012).

The largest OE initiatives have been made possible by the year-on-year advances that have 
taken place in the content that it is now possible to deliver over the internet.

However - so far - they do not seem to have pioneered radically new types of technology 
themselves. File-sharing sites existed before MIT OCW and Connexions; podcasts, video casts, 
and video and audio streaming were popular before iTunes U and Coursera.

Where such projects may be becoming more innovative technologically is in the development 
of tools and systems for assessment and self-assessment (explored in greater detail in Chapter 
4). The team behind edX have become increasingly aware of the desire students have for instant 
electronic feedback. They have also began incorporating more elements from the gaming world, 
with students receiving “karma” points for assisting other students (MIT, 2012a).

Meanwhile Saylor.org, which features 272 courses, provides electronic portfolios to track its 
students’ progress, arguing that these could give employers a better picture of an applicant’s 
skills than a degree classification. It is also working with two providers of paid-for online courses 
to offer paid-for, but recognised, qualifications, as well as looking at more informal types of ac-
creditation such as the badges system being developed by Mozilla.

This badges system is already being pioneered by the Peer to Peer University (P2PU), which 
describes them as a “lightweight engaging way to recognise learning” (P2PU, 2013). The project, 
started in 2009 with funding from the Hewlett Foundation and the Shuttleworth Foundation, 
differs from many of the other MOOC-type schemes by offering learning that is based around 
completing challenges set by peers, instead of an institution. Users then work to tackle those 
challenges, often by getting support from other peers, who have attempted to them as well.

3 Some key school-related Open Education projects
MOOCs are not only the domain of HE.  In November 2012, the first high school OE project went 
live, a free course set up by the University of Miami Global Academy preparing pupils for the SAT 
subject test in biology (University of Miami, 2012).

But the largest school-related OE initiatives have been providers of free classroom OERs. 
Popular ones include Lesson Planet, Curriki, and Better Lesson, all based in the US. However, the 
biggest of this type of site – measured by total free resources at the start of 2013 – is the UK’s 
TES Connect.

3.1 TES Connect
TES Connect is unusual as it was started, not by a charitable foundation, but by a private company 
that publishes a traditional print magazine. It also began almost by accident.

The TES site was originally set up in 1997 to accompany the Times Educational Supplement, 
a weekly publication for teachers in Britain that began as a newspaper in 1910. But the website’s 
focus changed radically in 2006 when it began allowing teachers to upload and download re-
sources for free.

The website had already established a popular set of discussion forums in the late 1990s, 
which attracted thousands of teachers to share ideas and chat. In 2005 staff on the web-team 
reported that increasing numbers of teachers were offering to share materials over email that 
they had created for successful lessons, such as worksheets and PowerPoint presentations. This 
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resulted in several teachers posting their own email addresses in public discussions on the site, 
and some getting multiple requests to send out the same email attachments. 

To make this sharing of resources easier - and to help teachers avoid putting personal email 
addresses in the public domain - the web-team suggested a file sharing section could be added to 
the site, where teachers could upload and download material for free.

After its launch in 2006, the free “Resources Bank” swiftly became the most popular part of 
the site. Tools were provided so teachers could rate resources and comment on them, and ad-
ditional social network-style functionality was added when the site was relaunched as TES Con-
nect in 2008.

Four years later, and the site featured more than 560,000 free resources and received up to 
3.6 million unique monthly visitors (ABC, 2012). In a peak month that year, seven resources were 
downloaded every second.

Although it is owned by a private company, the team working on TES Connect realised they 
could not charge teachers for material created freely by other teachers. So a pledge is promoted 
on the site that it will “always be free to join and share”.

Even though TES Connect has a global reach, with teachers uploading and downloading ma-
terials in 200 countries, the site’s owners TSL have since set up more country-specific portals. 
The first of these, ShareMyLesson, was set up for teachers in the US in partnership with a trade 
union, the American Federation of Teachers, which was keen to demonstrate the constructive 
role teachers were playing in education (Armario, 2011). Further portals have been established 
for India and Australia.

The types of resources on TES Connect vary, and include a mix of documents such as Word 
files and PDFs featuring lesson plans and worksheets, as well as presentations for whiteboards 
and videos.

The generous sharing of material between school-related sites echoes the partnerships seen 
between universities, such as on edX and the OCW Consortium.  While around 70 per cent of the 
resources on TES Connect site are user-created, the rest have been produced by partner organisa-
tions including the Royal Shakespeare Company and the BBC.  

One of these partners is a major provider of OE materials in its own right: the Khan Academy, 
which has uploaded all 3,415 of its videos to TES Connect. 
    
3.2 Khan Academy 
The Khan Academy is probably the highest-profile provider of material for school-age students. 
It was set up by Salman Khan, an American former hedge-fund manager, who was inspired by his 
experiences giving his 13-year-old niece maths tuition online.

When he started this tuition in 2004, he would talk on the phone to her while writing equa-
tions live in the drawing window of Yahoo Messenger (Thompson, 2011). But she explained that 
she preferred the pre-recorded videos he sometimes made on his computer, in which he drew on 
the screen in Microsoft Paint.

When he went on to teach his other cousins, he developed tools to assess their understanding 
and allow them to drill through questions, programming test modules in Java.

Khan’s story is another case that illustrates how the delivery of content in OE has often relied 
on pre-existing forms of mainstream technology, while assessment has required greater innovation.

Today the Khan Academy is backed by Bill Gates, and provides videos on a broad range of top-
ics including the sciences and humanities, even if the bulk of material is still centred on mathemat-
ics for K-12 students.4  

4  www.khanacademy.
org/ Retrieved on 
December 17, 2012.
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What separates the Khan Academy from the simpler OER sites for schools is its tools for as-
sessment. It is also a site that encourages direct use by learners and teachers, though the two 
use it in different ways, as teachers are provided with tools designed to give them summaries of 
the performance of their whole class and to analyse the strengths and weaknesses of individuals. 

Such tools will prove particularly useful in countries where every child has individual access to 
a computer at school or at home, or a personal portable device. 

In poorer developing countries this will not be an option for many students for a long time to 
come. However, there are other ways that OE resources are already having an impact in them on 
schools, a prime example being the TESSA project.

3.3 TESSA
The Teacher Education in sub-Saharan Africa (TESSA) programme was set up by the Open Uni-
versity in 2005 as a partnership scheme working with teacher-training institutions in countries 
including Nigeria, South Africa, and Tanzania. It has since expanded to provide 20 programmes in 
more than 12 countries and estimated by 2008 that its materials were assisting in the training of 
more than 400,000 teachers (Wolfenden, 2008).

Freda Wolfenden, who became director of the project in 2008, said providing better training 
for teachers was crucial in a region where half had few or no qualifications. “When we look at the 
quality of learning in sub-Saharan Africa, we find a lot of it that’s poor,” she said. “We find lots of 
accounts of children who have been to school for three or four years and still find it very difficult 
to read their own name” (Shaw, 2011). However, Wolfenden continues teachers could not be taken 
away from their schools for training. “It might be one teacher per 100 pupils, so you can’t take 
them away as that will leave children without access to any teachers whatsoever” (Shaw, 2011).

The programme focuses on providing activities that teachers can use with their pupils in the 
classroom, but which simultaneously help train teachers to provide a more engaging and effec-
tive education. It has created 75 flexible study units, covering areas such as literacy, numeracy 
and science. The African institutions have adapted them to suit their local educational needs and 
translated them into languages including Swahili, French and Arabic.

All the materials can be downloaded from the TESSA website (www.tessafrica.net) as PDFs 
and Word files, allowing teachers to share and republish them in a variety of ways.

An evaluation of the scheme by Kenya’s Egerton University found that teachers felt it had 
made their jobs more interesting and exciting (Wamutitu et al., 2011). 

4 Reach and Scale
Comparing the reach and scale of the different OE projects for schools and universities is a tricky 
and, arguably, silly exercise.  Partly this is because there is such a range of projects, and because 
they record and publish data in different ways and have different expectations of their users, and 
different levels of engagement. Popularity is also not proof of quality, significance or engage-
ment. Those heavy caveats should be taken into account when looking at the figures the different 
projects highlight.

The Free Technology Academy, for example, has succeeded where many better-known MOOCs 
have so far failed, as it has been set up so its certificates count towards master’s degree courses 
at universities in Spain, the Netherlands and Norway. Yet, in its first three years it only had a total 
of around 300 students, with numbers falling after its first year when the courses were less sub-
sidised by EC funding (see case study panel for more details5). 

The University of the People reported it had enrolled 1,100 students in its first two years 
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(Marcus, 2012), while openEd 2.0 6 had 1,452 total users.
In contrast, P2PU cited 30,000 individual users, and Udacity saw 90,000 on its first two 

courses (and 160,000 on a course on artificial intelligence that was a predecessor to the project) 
(P2PU, 2013; Lewin, 2012). The Saylor Foundation recorded 350,000 subscribers (which is not 
the same as course-taking students) while edX saw 370,000 students enrolled in its courses in 
autumn 2012 (Saylor.org, 2012; Pappano, 2012). Coursera, meanwhile, has seen more than 2 mil-
lion “Courserians”, all registered users, though it said it could not specify how many of those had 
started courses.7

TES Connect had 2.3 million registered users, the vast majority of which are teachers.8 It also 
recorded 61 million page views a month and 3.6 million monthly visitors (ABC, 2012). The Khan 
Academy recorded a slightly smaller number of monthly page views, at 58 million but a larger 
number of unique monthly visitors at 5.7 million (Khan Academy, 2012).

Apple would not provide comparable figures, but noted that 14 million had downloaded its 
iTunes U app and it had seen a total of 700 million downloads since the project’s launch.

One of the many reasons such comparisons are unfair and potentially misleading is that some 
of the projects are not possible to scale up “for free”, while others are. In the cases of the Free 
Technology Academy, UoP and openEd 2.0, each focussed on providing guaranteed, close individ-
ual learner support from qualified and credible HE educators, so could not expand user numbers in 
the manner of several of the other projects. 

Basic figures from the global traffic-ranking website Alexa can give a further idea of popular-
ity, at least for the organisation’s websites. Such figures are, again, blunt and problematic because 
they are based on a toolbar only downloaded by some web-users. They also do not distinguish 
iTunes U from the rest of the content offered on Apple’s website or MIT OCW from the rest of 
MIT’s material. After those two organisations (ranked 35th and 1,354th), the web addresses for 
other projects mentioned in this chapter were, in order of their Alexa global traffic rankings: Cour-
sera (3,187); Khan Academy (3,249); edX (8,304); Udacity (11,436); TES Connect (14,052); Les-
son Planet (44,573); Open Learn (of the Open University) (50,239); Curriki (87,644); Saylor.org 
(104,355); University of the People (137,720); Better Lesson (139,385); P2PU (161,100); OCW 
Consortium (199,301); Free Technology Academy (594,320); and TESSA (2,588,528).9

There is, of course, a major difference in engagement between a learner who enrols in a full HE 
course online and a teacher who registers, perhaps only to download a single teaching resource 
for one lesson. But school resources differ in terms of reach because the downloader often is not 
the end-user or learner. For every teacher downloading material and using it in lessons, the reach 
is multiplied by their number of students – which can be in the hundreds if they teach at secondary 
level or in a developing country. If the material is being obtained to train teachers, the knock-on 
impact will be even greater. So while TESSA recorded in 2010 that more than 700 teacher educa-
tors in sub-Saharan Africa were participating in the program, it estimated 40,000 teachers were 
benefiting from the material (Shaw, 2011). Had it chosen to estimate the number of school pupils 
who had been taught a lesson based on TESSA materials, the figure would, no doubt, have been 
in the tens of millions.

TES was keen to gauge the impact of its resources, so launched a survey of users in autumn 
2012 which received responses from more 254,000 teachers.10 Based on their estimates, TES 
Connect content reaches 41 million pupils.

5  Email response from 
Wouter Tebbens of 
FTA, December 19, 
2012

6  Statistics provided 
by the project man-
agers Andreas 
Meiszner, nd.

7  Front page ticker 
on https://www.
coursera.org/, visited 
December 2012

8  Front page ticker 
on http://www.
tes.co.uk, visited 
December 2012

9  Rankings obtained 
from Alexa, Decem-
ber 2012, http://
www.alexa.com/

10  TES Research 
survey, December 
2012
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5 The role of brands
Brand clearly plays a role in the popularity of OE sites, with those that are built on a pre-existing 
global brand gaining a boost. It is striking that the three universities that seem to have had the 
greatest success in OE – MIT, Stanford and Harvard – also all rank in the top five in the world in THE 
magazine’s 2012 international rankings of 400 universities (THE, 2013).

Even if you live in another country, if you are an ambitious school-leaver you are likely to be 
aware of such institutions. An 18-year-old student in Brazil, whose blog is highlighted on the edX 
site, wrote that his first reaction on hearing about MITx was “A course with certification from MIT? 
Sounds like a challenge!” (Amaral, 2012).

Oxford University, also in the THE’s top five, has proven one of the most popular institutions 
on iTunes U, with 19 million downloads.11 The success of iTunes U must in turn be partly down to 
being built on the iTunes brand, first launched in 2001, and the even greater Apple brand. Similarly, 
the initial success of TES Connect was built on the existing popularity of a set of teacher forums, 
set up by the long-running Times Educational Supplement, a publication sometimes referred to by 
other British media as “the teachers’ bible”. One of the only other providers of learning material in 
the UK to see comparable hits is the learning site of the BBC,12 another long-established institu-
tion with a powerful brand.

But brand is not everything. Oxford’s iTunes U downloads start to look meagre when com-
pared to those of the Open University, which had recorded more than 59 million. 13

Birmingham City University - which does not even appear in the THE’s top 400 universities for 
Europe - also appears to have punched above its weight. Oliver Williams, head of the university’s 
Screen Media Lab, noted that lectures from the university had appeared in the iTunes U top 30 
(Attwood, 2009).  “Neither The Open University nor Birmingham City University is a global house-
hold name in the same way as Harvard, Oxford or Cambridge” he told THE. “It’s a cliche to say that 
content is king, but I believe the download patterns via iTunes U prove that cliche. People seem to 
download content that they want to consume rather than just because it comes from an institu-
tion with a world-beating reputation.”

Of course, once sites gain popularity they can grow into brands in their own right. The Khan 
Academy would be an example here - though its true success happened after it began receiving 
support from the man behind of the world’s biggest technology brands, Bill Gates.

6 Real Open Education – or just closed education for free?
A key accusation made against OER sites is that while they provide material for free they do not 
actually lead to OE. Indeed, some have been attacked for furthering “closed” models of teaching 
and traditional pedagogies. Khan Academy has been accused of promoting an updated form of 
rote learning, and creating “joyless test-prep factories” for “drilling and killing” (Thompson, 2011).

However, Khan disagrees, stressing the way Khan Academy materials have been used to break 
away from old patterns of teaching, by “flipping” learning. This means that pupils can study the 
material as self-learners at their own place, freeing up time when they then return to the class-
room for their teachers to work with them on more engaging projects and “deep interactive expe-
riences”. Khan believes his project is helping teachers to break away from what he calls “Prussian 
model” schooling, the traditional orthodoxy of set timetables, subjects, behavioural codes and 
teaching styles.  He argues that this top-down approach has been to blame for “stifling deeper 
inquiry and independent thought” (Khan, 2012).

Similarly, the TESSA project aims to give African teachers the tools to offer less didactic forms 
of teaching, making lessons more of an active experience for pupils.  “We have reports of pupils 

11  October 2012 
statistics, published 
on http://itunes.
ox.ac.uk/, retrieved 
December 2012

12  Hitwise data, 
December 2012

13  Recorded December 
2012, on: http://
projects.kmi.open.
ac.uk/itunesu/
impact/
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turning up to school more because it’s more exciting,” Ms Wolfenden said (Shaw, 2011).
How open the education is that a teacher creates from free online materials is, of course, 

largely up to the teachers themselves and the policies of their schools. On TES Connect, the most 
popular individual resource, downloaded 290,750 times, is “Murder Mystery”, a set of materials 
for teachers that allow them to set pupils the challenge of solving a murder by uncovering clues 
from a series of puzzles that require subtle elements of maths.14 As a resource that encourages 
team-work, inquiry and problem-solving it seems counter to traditional, didactic forms of teach-
ing. However, the extent to which any resource promotes “open” or “closed” education is open to 
debate. Other resources in the TES Connect top 10 include posters featuring maths definitions, 
a collection of “starter” activities for lessons, and a guide with “50 ideas for meeting your new 
class”. The sixth most popular is an introduction for teachers in England to the 2012 national 
school inspection framework, potentially emblematic of top-down control.

Yet, signs of a top-down model are arguably in greater evidence on the HE MOOCs. These after 
all, still often tend to offer a “broadcast” form of education, with select experts delivering material 
down to the students. The exceptions are those MOOCs specifically built around a “connectiv-
ist” approach, in which peers learn together by making connections between each other. George 
Siemens, a proponent of this approach, has suggested that these should be branded “cMOOCs”, 
while those that offer more traditional institution-backed forms of HE teaching – such as edX 
and Coursera– would be branded a “xMOOC” (Siemens, 2012). “The Coursera model emphasizes a 
more traditional learning approach through video presentations and short quizzes and testing”, he 
writes. “Put another way, cMOOCs focus on knowledge creation and generation whereas xMOOCs 
focus on knowledge duplication”.

If the “c” for connectivist label was available for school-related OE, then, at a stretch, it might 
be applicable to TES Connect. It is, after all, built on content created by teachers for their peers, 
which is shared and improved through online discussion, and adapted. Teachers themselves learn 
through this process and are actively encouraged to adapt and remix material on the site to make 
it suitable for their own classrooms. The project does clearly fit the “4 Rs” of Open Education set 
out by Wiley (2010), as it allows “Re-use”, “Redistribution”, “Revision”, and “Remixing”. In contrast, 
these activities are not always directly possible with lecturer’s material contained within xMOOCs 
or iTunes U. It is also the users of TES Connect who rate the content, allowing the most useful 
material to rise to the top.

The dominance of the community over expert instructors do make projects such as P2PU and 
TES Connect look more similar to each other than they do to Coursera, edX and Khan Academy. 
However, the division is not really a black and white one. MOOCs, such as those found on edX, 
Coursera and Udacity, increasingly enable students to connect with others to assess each other’s 
work and encourage them to support each other’s learning, including with systems such as MITx’s 
“karma” points. The Free Technology Academy, meanwhile, plans to switch entirely to what it calls 
“enhanced peer learning”.15

Many such approaches are at a relatively early stage. There are also many other potential ap-
proaches to MOOCs that do not yet appear to have been tried, though we may seem them shortly.

For example, there is little sign yet of students who are enrolled in a traditional university 
learning alongside online-only students as part of the same MOOC cohort.

Universities appear keen to stress that the experience of students on campus will be different 
to those same it offers fully-online learners, even if they both end up using some material and as-
sessment tools from the same MOOCs. MIT notes that it “believes firmly in the residential model of 
education” and that the online tools of MITx will “benefit the educational experience of residential 

14  TES Resources 
weekly internal 
report, December 
6, 2012

15  Email response 
from Wouter 
Tebbens of FTA, 
December 19, 2012
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students [by] supplementing and reinforcing the classroom and laboratory experiences” and help 
lecturers by automating “some of the more repetitive and less creative tasks, such as grading, 
thereby liberating more time to devote to innovative ways of teaching the material and to ad-
ditional contact time with resident students” (MIT, 2011).

In the future we might see less of a division between online and campus learners, as well as 
between different institutions, with students from different universities studying some of the 
same courses together, even if their institutions have different subscription and fee models.

7 Evidence of impact
The user figures for many of the OE projects mentioned are, in themselves, signs of success.  
Encouragingly, the main universities involved do not, so far, seem to have witnessed a drop-off 
in students willing to pay for traditional courses. So their OE projects have expanded access to 
education, instead of cannibalising existing demand.

The Open University might have seemed at greater threat when it began offering free mate-
rial on iTunes U and its own Open Learn Portal, because it principally offers a form of distance 
learning. Yet it saw its fee income rise between 2010 and 2011, partly because of an increase in 
full-time students on its paid-for courses (OU, 2011).

Drop-out rates on MOOCs can be high, however. One Udacity student reported that less than 
a third of students who signed up to the computer science course he studied completed the first 
homework assignment, while only one in 10 completed the course. “The rigour quickly weeded out 
the dilettantes”, he wrote (Redmon, 2012). Coursera estimates that around 30 per cent of those 
who complete the first assignment will finish the course.16

Yet user feedback to the OE projects has tended to be positive. Polling by MIT of its OCW 
site’s users show that 96 per cent of users would recommend it to others and 80 per cent rate 
its impact as positive or extremely positive (MIT OCW, 2012). Fundação Getulio Vargas (FGV), the 
first Brazilian educational institute to join the OCW Consortium, said its polling showed that 99 
per cent of students had their expectations met after finishing one of its courses and all would 
recommend them (OCW Consortium, 2012).

Similarly, user polls for TES Connect have found that 97 per cent of teachers believe that TES 
resources are effective or very effective in delivering their lessons. A 2009 UK government re-
port noted that figure and estimates that, by the following academic year, the site would have 
saved schools in Britain up to £1 billion in teaching time, the equivalent of adding 30,000 full-time 
teachers (Treasury, 2009).

The impact that online OE projects have directly on learners’ education is harder to judge, es-
pecially at this relatively early stage. Past research indicates that those who learn online can have 
small advantage over those who learn only in a traditional classroom with face-to-face teaching. 

A meta-analysis for the US Department for Education in 2010 of 50 studies, most involv-
ing older learners, found that “students in online conditions performed modestly better, on aver-
age, than those learning the same material through traditional face-to-face instruction” (Means, 
Toyama, Murphy, Bakia, & Jones, 2010). However, it found that the effect sizes were statistically 
equivalent. 

Students had a far more significant advantage if they received a mix of both face-to-face and 
online education, rather than just one or the other. This, it noted, may have been down to reasons 
other than simply the technology itself - students may have received different types of teaching 
or learned for longer. But the fact learners could “expand” their learning more easily with blended 
learning was itself part of the advantage. This bodes well for projects such as Khan Academy 

16  Email from Iz 
Conroy of Coursera, 
December 18, 2012
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which promote blended learning in schools, and for universities such as MIT which is exploring how 
it can make its campus courses provide the best mix of online and face-to-face instruction. Re-
sults were also better for online learning if they were “collaborative or instructor-directed than in 
those studies where online learners worked independently”, suggesting that students may learn 
better with MOOCs than if left to their own devices with OCW.

8 Beyond institution-led Open Education
The brief for this chapter was to focus on particular OE projects, most of which have been set up 
with backing from major institutions. But arguably the most exciting aspect of the surge of OE 
that has been unleashed by the internet is the part played by learners and teachers, rather than 
institutions.

These people will use the platforms created by others – whether they are Twitter, Facebook 
or TES Connect – to share and to learn for themselves.  Instead of waiting to be sent on a profes-
sional development course, teachers can learn from their “Professional Learning Network” - often 
peers they know online – or join in conversations on Twitter, such as the weekly #edchat. In the 
UK, online connections have also led to offline events known as TeachMeets, a form of “unconfer-
ence” where teachers meet in schools, or even in pubs, to share approaches they have found to 
work in the classroom by giving short, punchy presentations (Exley, 2011).

Stephen Heppell, founder of NotSchool.net, summed this up in a discussion paper presented 
to European education ministers:

Schools are running ahead of policy and the literature, and within them innovative teachers, 
old and young, are running ahead of their schools and in some enlightened, indeed exhilarating, 
cases, the students are running ahead of even the innovative teachers. The model has inverted; 
co-construction of better learning is happening all around us, student-led innovation, teachers’ 
peer to peer exchange of effective practice is happening from the ground up. This is not quite a 
pedagogic Arab Spring, but it does feel like substantial and substantive change from below (Hep-
pell, 2012).

Not every pupil or teacher is a trailblazer or revolutionary, as Professor Heppell acknowledges. 
But the innovative ones are showing that national education systems and the major educational 
institutions have only just started to scratch the surface of Open Education. They also show that 
true Open Education, in practice, will not involve learners simply acting as passive consumers of 
content, but as creators, sharers and supporters of others’ learning. The same will be true of their 
teachers.
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Director of The Open University’s OpenLearn Initiative from 
2006-09 (www.open.ac.uk/openlearn); served as a Board mem-
ber of the OpenCourseWare Consortium from 2008-10; been 
involved in a number of European OER initiatives such as MO-
RIL (http://moril.eadtu.eu/) and OER-HE (http://www.eadtu.nl/
oerhe/); was the Senior Fellow in the Support Centre for Open 
Resources in Education at the OU (http://www8.open.ac.uk/
score/) from 2009-12; and also lead the JISC funded SusTEACH 
project (http://www.open.ac.uk/blogs/susteach/) investigating 
the carbon impacts of HE teaching models. Andy has authored 
or co-authored many teaching texts, research papers and other 
publications dealing with systems thinking and environmental 
management; the use of diagramming to aid systems thinking 
and learning; and systems of open education, especially the use 
of open educational resources.
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Chris Dede (chapter 7 – commentary 1)

Chris Dede is the Timothy E. Wirth Professor in Learning Tech-
nologies at Harvard’s Graduate School of Education.  His fields 
of scholarship include emerging technologies, policy, and lead-
ership.  His funded research includes five grants from NSF and 
the Gates Foundation to design and study immersive simula-
tions, transformed social interactions, and online professional 
development.   In 2007, he was honored by Harvard University 
as an outstanding teacher, and in 2011 he was named a Fel-
low of the American Educational Research Association. Chris 
has served as a member of the National Academy of Sciences 
Committee on Foundations of Educational and Psychological 
Assessment and a member of the 2010 National Educational 
Technology Plan Technical Working Group. His latest co-edited 
book, Digital Teaching Platforms, was published by Teachers 
College Press in 2012.

Jeanne C Meister (chapter 7 – commentary 2) 

Jeanne C Meister is a best selling author, internationally rec-
ognized consultant and keynote speaker. Jeanne is Partner of 
Future Workplace LLC, (www.futureworkplace.com) a firm that 
provides executive education to assist organization in building 
the skills & capabilities needed for success in the workplace 
of the future. Jeanne is the best selling author of three books, 
two of these books are on the launch and globalization of cor-
porate universities and her latest book is entitled: The 2020 
Workplace: How Innovative Companies Attract, Develop & Keep 
Tomorrow’s Employees Today (Harper Collins).
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This volume takes a look at the emergence of open education as a concept, 
a production process and a delivery preference in the world of education 
and learning. 

Drawing on early lessons from around the globe the book lays out how 
formal  education, workplace learning and lifelong learning have been im-
pacted so far by open education and how they stand to be further impacted 
by a landscape that is still  changing. 

The book examines the social and economic consequences of open edu-
cation and provide an insight into the way open education could contribute 
to a higher level of digital inclusion and to the establishment of new and 
innovative services of high social and economic merit. 

Featuring case studies of initiatives, practices and projects this volume 
illustrates theoretical concepts and emerging models of open education in 
the context of the latest academic studies and entrepreneurial innovation. 

Open Access Extract

Work in this book has been partially supported by the European Union 
in the context of the projects HoTEL and openED.


